Easy on the Eyes
Lumination™ LED Luminaires Bring Beauty and Comfort to Work

A Nela Park office building replaced all of its fluorescent fixtures with GE’s Lumination ET22 LED Luminaires to create an inspiring, energy-efficient work environment.

- Edgelit technology optimizes light distribution and efficiency.

51 Lumination LED Luminaires can do the work of 196 twin-tube fluorescent fixtures

- When turned off, these new luminaries show no visible light source

- Fewer fixtures means a clean, uncluttered ceiling

- Ultra-thin 1/2” panel design looks sleek and chic

- Longer life of Lumination LED Luminaires = reduced maintenance costs

- GE’s Lumination LED Luminaires transformed the look and feel of every workspace.

5,000 - 23,700 lower kWh of electricity/year = 78% boost in energy efficiency
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- GE’s LightSweep™ Modular Lighting Control System and Aware Occupancy Sensors allow for dimming and daylight harvesting to capture even greater energy savings
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